··.
. I . , .; bution to the magnetic dipole hfs comes from relativistic ·effects in 6 s 512 
·.
' ·' ·. ·: Unfortunately, the accuracy is insufficient to permit a reliable determination of even the sign of the quadrupole moment.
The measured nuclear motnents are compared with the predictions of the Nilsson model. Good agreetnent is found if free-nucleon g factors are used, and excellent agreement is obtaine~ with quenched g factors.
; f ' ' . First, we hoped to demonstrate that the triple resonance method could be applied to radioactive nuclei with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio so that it can be regarded as a generally applicable technique for the direct determination of magnetic moments. .Second, the source of hyperfine structure in systems with half-filled close4 electronic shells is a subject of considerable interest. It is therefore important to extend our experi- .. measured gJ factor of -1. 950 . The entire optical spectrum of Rei was, \i l:
\ subjected to theoretical analysis by Trees. 2 This analysis includes effects •• , l due to the breakdown of Russell-Saunders coupling within the configuration-.
-(5d) 5 (6s) 2 and admixing of the configuration (Sd) 6 (6s shows that A{185) = -72(24) Me.
6 With these measurements the sign of the magnetic moment unambiguously determines the sign of the magnetic dipole constant for any other rhenium isotope.
METHOD, OBSERVATIONS, AND DATA FITTING
The basic m~thod employed is the atomic -beam flop-in method of .
Zacharias. For details of the application to radioactive atoms the reader li "
is referred to t4e many review articles on the subject. the radioactive rhenium is by collection on freshly flamed platinum surfaces and subsequent counting in low-background beta counters (about 1 cpm).
The triple resonance method· has been described previously. . ~ arrangement is shown in Fig. ··1 : · ,. Fig. z .
In Fig. 3 we give a schematic of the hyperfine structure of both . ,. . . \· rhenium isotopes. The flop-in transitions observed in the A and B hairpins ...... are la.beled by q., j3~ and 'I, and the C hairpin transitions are denoted by .
numbers. In Table I . · resonance results cause only minor variations in these values but serve to .
fix g 1 precisely .
Since the g 1 term in the Harr;tiltonian is smaller by several orders of magnitude than the other terms, it is important to ask if there are systematic eff~cts which contribute to gl' We may write this term as . ' . _i 
It is well known that for a halfO::filled closed shell c'ouplh\g to .~e:··~ ~~-:)\.'·-~,: : .: .. ;
.' Hund' s -rule state, both (Hz): and qJ are zero if relativity is ~egl~cte~;::~-\:
..
·We have examined in detail three sources which could contribute to the 
analyzed the optical spectrum of rhenium and has expressedth~ ,e~e~~--/. ._·.:
. :
•.
The calculation of the field~ at the _nucleus may be. pe:formed· by, ;-· . . . : ' . , I ' UCRL-tt750: , :
! ,it":~·_:.·,~r:~-~~-;:;;~ ·: ' -_;;,;~t·~:
• The total contribution to the hyperfine structure is given in 
The excellent agreement of our theoretical results with the measured .
' !\ ·., :·. ·:. '.,.computed in this way is too small by a factor of four to explain the effect.:··
. .·._. · lated and measured 6's.fo:r:'both odd:-A and even-even nuclei is good. over ; ~·:
. , . ·:i ~ost··of the. region~; partic~~,rly_}or ' ·7 4 W and j 6 os·: ,
.
•· Table IV ).· Therefore, the results fJ.I{i88) ~ tJ. . '· .
-~ . \.,
UCRL-11750 -17 .. ., ' ··~ · .. 
·.·
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